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Emergent Themes at the SEC-Marin 17 Conference
As of October 31, 2017, 32 people joined the WindTunneling project and shared 78 ideas and 23
responses. Most of the ideas were submitted under the Category ‘other’ showing off the diversity of
thinking being generated by the speakers. Papillon Consultative Consulting partners present at the
conference also logged ideas from speakers primarily from the morning sessions, acting as ears of the
participants, relaying ideas in the software.
There were four clear clusters of contributions:
‣ Status of individual citizens
‣ Responsibilities of Communities of place/employment/interest
‣ Targets/Focus for action
‣ National/International leadership
Several ideas fell across these boundaries for example: equity of
individuals within a community and climate change mitigation
through national mobilization. The Conference emergent
outcomes could be illustrated as four interlocking circles.
From such an image, it can be deduced that the greatest
impact for improvement will be made by addressing the ideas
that fall into more than one area because of their potential for
leveraging multiple positive improvements.
Nine themes, listed on the following pages, have been identified out of the contributions submitted in
the Generate Ideas stage of the WindTunneling software program. These themes are available for rating
in terms of value to an individual business and their potential contribution to the Marin community’s
sustainability strategies, in the Assess Ideas stage of WindTunneling. This could be an activity that SECMarin 17 may want to pursue.
A strong theme that emerged from the different ideas was community. It pervaded throughout many
comments ranging from politics to energy grid. It appears to be the condition for initiatives to have a
chance to succeed. The underlying theme to community is personal engagement, and accountability,
and how each of us needs to stand up, get out of our comfort zone if we really want to have an effect
on the whole. An image we could use is an installation of domino tiles. Personal engagement as a
citizen, or a consumer is what makes relevant and effective conscious companies who weave values
other than profits into their raison d’être.
An action item to carry forward is one that could enable initiatives and innovations to succeed is to build
a real sense of community.

Nine themes emerged from the generating ideas:
Becoming a “We”
Improve cohesion between networks across Marin community to harness the power of the community,
reduce fragmentation.
A Mother Earth rating for companies
Create a new sustainability certificate that informs the community about how a company's management,
processes, products, and supply and distribution networks meet standards required to sustain our planet into
the future.
Climate Change is a major security risk
Approaching climate change as a risk to the future security and wellbeing of every American allows us to
change our focus. Addressing climate change becomes then a reason for collaboration, compromise and
investment across every form of community diversity.
Transparency needs to be a core value
It is nearly impossible for a citizen to know and understand the influences that shape each aspect of
sustainability. The intrigue, opaqueness, and confusion over the common good could be reduced if
transparency of intent and behavior became the value we were all assessed on. Marin and its businesses
should become a model for community transparency.
Equity is essential to sustainability
Whether it be conversations about sustainability, design and development of new products or presentation
of achievement awards, evidence of equitable engagement and outcomes should be paramount.
Having a place to call home is a starting point
While often seen as the American dream, a home is also at the heart of sustainability. The security
engendered in individuals and families by having a home releases the concern for the common good that
underpins sustainability initiatives.
Significant impact on Marin County
Marin County has the largest elder population in the state. Inter-generational opportunities for exchange
care and knowledge could expand more. Many goals exist, how many will be put into effect?
Citizen support for innovators
Innovators are often isolated from the community because of their dedication to their innovative activities.
However an innovation needs a community to enable its adoption and implementation. Ideas like a minigrid; electric farm vehicles and implements; methane digester; etc. can too easily get lost unless there is a
group of citizens who nurture the idea and encourage the innovator. This is not about money, its about
supporting Marin's creative thinkers and doers.
Use enterprise stated values to assess achievements
Annual reviews need to incorporate, as part of the bottomline's achievements, progress made in terms of
implementing and sustaining the business' stated values.
Contact information:
www.papillontransformative.com
support@papillontransformative.com
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Contributed Ideas
Project: SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISE CONFERENCE MARIN
ID Category

Idea

1

Climate change is a matter of national security
Fires, storms ... are a matter of national security / climate
change should be addressed with the same energy and
means as any other national security threats

Climate
change

Round

Response

2

Has anyone compared the amount
of resources or media time devoted
to Terrorism complared to Climate
Change. We need to initiate this
level of debate, NOW

2

Climate
change

For next year: panel for the science on
vegan/vegetarian diets
I think it would be valuable to have a panel for an open
discussion of the science on plant rich vegetarian and
vegan diets in lessening impact on climate change.

3

Climate
change

Culture strategy? Tom Steyer...
Tom talked about a political mission, but so much depends
on bridging the strongly divided groups and cultures in
this country. What’s the cultural strategy? How are we
going to engage the minds and hearts of people “on the
other side” and to work from common ground?

4

Climate
change

Round

Response

2

Can 'what do you need from me?'
become a Marin wide focus?

Boldest possible action is needed.
Drawdown: Marin launched the concept that we all need
to step up to action on several fronts to lower GHGs and
the CO2 content of the atmosphere. Enlisting the entire
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business community in this campaign is one of the initial,
big, bold steps needed. Students were there at SEC in
prominence, which was very encouraging. Let's inspire
them with the need for Big Bold Ideas and actions in
support of this climate action campaign.
5

Conscious
companies

A NEW Badge/Certification that is Internationally
recognized
It would be great to have a certification, like the Organic
certification, that acknowledges a green energy goal, as
well as management practices that promote prosustainability, pro bio-diversity, and overall impact on the
community, country and world. Think of it as the ultimate
grade sheet for the current needs of the planet. How would
Mother Earth score your company?
Round

Response

2

This should be promoted at Bioneers
and similar gatherings its a great
idea. It would probably be taken up
internationally, maybe go feral

6

Conscious
companies

Carbon will never be reduced as long as Koch brothers
and Citizens united exist
Public needs to wake up to reality of who paid to put our
politicians in place

7

Conscious
companies

Walk your talk
Be true to your values. Live and breath them for
yourselves, your partners and you customers.
Communicate them honestly and clearly, both internally
and externally.

8

Conscious
companies

Test
Test

9

Conscious
companies

People planet purpose profit
Profit is not a bad word
Round

Response

2
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It is when it implies exploit
2

"Profit" is motivating, and
acceptable. "Prosperity" is better.
Prosperity helps us live as we wish,
and realize our goals. "Profit" can be
seen as mere numerical margin, won
(sometimes) as the expense of
others, with less concern for Why
we need some margin to live
successfully.

10 Conscious
companies

Yerba mate
Agro-forestry: most effective way to absorb carbon.
Vision is to protect rain forest by cultivating / harvesting
in the shade of rain forest canopy in South America.

11 Conscious
companies

Let customer link to purpose
Let them know their purchase helps absorb carbon

12 Conscious
companies

EO: Values and beliefs
Founders started by passion for a values driven business
B-Corp Woman owned certified LBGT certified People
trust brand because we are transparent about pricing and
how we do business... We are experts We communicate
issues and challenges about our lives industry Work in our
industry groups to solve these problem.

13 Conscious
companies

engaged communities for social change
Want to engage as a community of like minded people to
solve social issues through business
Round

Response

2

The idea of sufficiency economy fits
with this aspiration. That is we come
together for a specific period of time
to tackle a specific issue and then
break up to perhaps reform with
others to tackle a different issues.
Perpetuating organizations consumes
so much of the available creative
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energy they are part of the problem
with respect to achieving
sustainability
14 Conscious
companies

Phenomenon of connecting with another person
This connection is unique. Show up and reveal yourself
created a more trusting environment. Humanize the
machine. Make the routine elegant and refined and in
service of the person. Seek out minority voices and
incorporate them.

15 Conscious
companies

Helping employees get access to the services they need
There’s lot of fear and anxiety with our current
presidential administration, plus uncertainty cause by local
events such as the fires. We make it a point help our
employees get access to the services they need to improve
their mental, emotional, physical health and well-being.
Round

Response

2

Helping is often a paternalistic word
in this situation why not 'interacting
with'.

16 Conscious
companies

Permission to be present and play
We play until it is no longer fun. Having fun while we are
doing our work in service of this work is important for
fostering innovation and enables us to hold the space of
the unknown.

17 Conscious
companies

High leverage intervention; change yourself and
progress to changing others
Do the most with the smallest amount of resources and use
tools and systemic thinking to move from living in
challenge areas through to the root cause / structural
causes. For underneath are paradigm and mindsets.
Paradigm and mindsets that are within us that are the
source of the root cause.

18 Conscious
companies

Where does your money sleep ?
Since politics is ruled by money, and business donors are
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so powerful, it is very important to choose where your
money sleeps, including your pension funds.
19 Equity

Sustainability needs to mean equity too
Very happy Tom Steyer focused strongly on equity. This
room is most filled with white people. Not a sustainable
state of affairs.

20 Equity

MONEY IS A FALSE CONSTRUCT. MONEY IS
NOT REAL.
Got your attention? I hope so. DO YOU OWN YOUR
MONEY, OR DOES YOUR MONEY OWN YOU? Here's
another question: Why have we even reified money in the
first place? It's just paper. Other than the masses-held faith
in it, what makes a dollar bill different from toilet
paper??? And yet it has so much power . . . Let's take as a
given that the reason the planet and society are in so much
trouble is because corporations and the mega-wealthy are
plundering the planet in order to have more money and
more power. Let's also assume that what each of us, you
and I, do on an almost daily basis in the never-ending hunt
for adding dollars to our bank accounts, also perpetuates
this self-destructive machine. So if we can agree on the
prior points, and we can also agree on the following: That
if corporations and the 1% are after money, and money is
their weapon, then theoretically, if we could disrupt
money, maybe even do away with it, or at least replace the
money that the FED OWNS, and use OUR OWN instead,
then that could help level the playing field. I know this is a
bigger topic than just SEC Marin might logically discuss.
However, money is clearly THE elephant in the room if
there ever were one. Money is so intrinsic to
EVERYTHING we do, yet most of us NEVER even
bother to consider why we have blind faith in a false
construct. MONEY IS NOT REAL. It only works because
of people's faith in it. The day that our faith in money
falters is the day there is a run on the banks. It's already
happened many times, and it will happen again. Could we
do away with money? If so, what might happen? Whether
or not this is a discussion that is too big for SEC Marin,
this discussion needs to take place on a wider basis with
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more people. And if you've never thought about this
before, then this is a healthy start.
Round

Response

2

I would recommend an excellent
read: debt by Graeber. Money is
Trust. and debt in some ways the
fabric of communities. debt doesn't
have to be money, but ties we weave
with one another. I will help you as
you helped me...

21 Equity

Tax reform is really a tax cut for the wealthy
Tax cuts will create a ripple effect that impacts the lower
income and middle class workers the most. Since when is
a school lunch program non-essential? Must resist!

22 Equity

Engage more diverse groups to contribute to the
conversation

23 Equity

test
test

24 Equity

Underserved and economically challenged
communities are marginalized
Why is this an ongoing issue? As the political rhetoric is
mean and working to pull apart alliances between all
people. Taking action and supporting community outreach
is a requirement as so much is at stake.

25 Housing

Round

Response

2

Creativity is greatest in marginalized
community it need to be recognized
and encouraged.

Tiny Home Communities in Marin — it's time we talk
about using some of our Open Space
The NIMBY crowd is holding back progressive progress
in Marin. I say progressive progress because in this day
and age of Scorched Earth White House administrations,
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progress needs to be inclusive, and have equity at its core
in addition to planet and profits, as opposed to the
''regressive progress'' we're seeing coming out of the
House, the Senate in particular the GOP, though this also
includes a number of their neoliberal collaborators from
the proverbial though increasingly nebulous other side of
the aisle. People have come to Marin for decades and once
they get their slice of Marin a la mode, suddenly anyone
after them is not as welcome. This needs to change,
yesterday. I envision doing an analysis of what it would
look like to take a relatively small percentage of the
relatively massive amount of Open Space/protected land
we have in Marin (compared to what is
buildable/inhabited), and see not only where we could
build Tiny Home communities, but how many
communities we could build and how large each one could
be. Additionally, I would want to see these Tiny Home
communities entrusted with being stewards of the land, to
be trained in order to protect the land, water, air, wildlife
etc, maintaining impact and carbon footprints to a
minimum. The more we can empower the future residents
of these communities and instill in them a fierce need to
want to protect and nurture the land and environment they
live in and on, then that will reduce the ammunition that
the NIMBY crowd would have to throw back in our
direction. I don't want to be confrontational right off the
bat, at the same time we can't let them steamroll this the
way the GOP constantly steamrolls Dems, liberals etc with
their tactics. I think one of the approaches that has to be
taken is ''not if, but when'', in other words, this is a given,
this is going to happen. Based on that, how do we make it
all work for everyone? What does this compromise look
like?
Round

Response

2

I would also like to see this
opportunity to disrupt housing norms,
even in Marin County, where tiny
home communities become the norm.
Consumption and massive dwellings
are not environmentally sustainable.
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As small communities of like
minded, yet hopefully diverse,
residents grow opportunities to
explore commonalities occurs rather
than focusing on the differences.
26 Housing

Affordable housing is a nexus
Affordable housing is at the nexus of GHG emissions,
equity, traffic, family stress, quality of life.

27 Housing

Big Disconnect
Most want a vital economy Most don't want
development/low income housing
Round

Response

2

Can those be separated? Is it even
possible to have a "vital economy"
unless all segments of the economy
are accommodated? What is Marin's
economy made of? What portion of it
is services (food, health, senior-care,
day-care, animal-care) and who
provides those services? Can we
really be a healthy, balanced and
thriving economy unless we have
reasonably-priced housing for those
providers?

28 Housing

Infill Housing
its about time ,

29 Housing

Significant impact on Marin County
Marin County has largest elder population in the state.
Inter generational opportunities for exchange care and
knowledge could expand more. Many goals exist, how
many will be put into effect?
Round

Response

2

Japan has used their intergenerational
resource for many years and are a
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great place to learn techniques for the
rest of the world.
30 Innovation

Methane digester
Methane produced by cows to be reused to produce energy
for powering farms, or resell to utility company
Round

Response

2

Can this methodology be redesigned
for use with other methane
producing facilities?

31 Innovation

Funding options for sustainable businesses
Challenging problems when looking for outside investors
to.. The message is key. Must resonate beyond money.

32 Innovation

Energy mini grid
To improve resilience and honor community driven
choice, mini grid could become more wide spread in the
future

33 Innovation

Round

Response

2

Battery storage makes this
innovation a major game changer. If
its not planned on a whole of
community basis it will also create
another wave of inequity.

Electric truck
Straus developed an electric truck. Could this be extended
to other farming vehicles?
Round

Response

2

Electric buses have begun to
proliferate. Several companies in
CA are now contributing and
providing them: BYD & Proterra are
building here, and New Flyer of
America is coming on, as is Volvo.
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Next up, maybe in Marin: Electric
plug-in conversions of Classic
Cars... why not?
34 Innovation

Turn unused space into revenue stream
Dawn Weisz organization offers to turn unused space into
energy generator and provide a revenue stream.
Round

Response

2

Could be solar panels on unused
land, or methane digester on
landfills, what else? wind turbine
on unused land?

2

How?

35 Innovation

Making a New Green Business Succesful
Network. Think ‘We’ with all your relationships from
colleagues, staff, vendors, and of course customers.

36 Innovation

Rules and regulations are essential
Innovation can benefit from rules a regulations that effect
change. Most importantly the concern is whose rules?
Elections have consequences.

37 Other

Creativity and critical thinking is taught out of us
Critical thinking and systemic thinking should be taught in
our schools, ideally by middle school. Even as adults,
especially as adults, we need to establish creative time
with some order and structure. This would help expand
our collective consciousness and our impact in our world.

38 Other

There is no free market
Rules and regulations dictate market development and
direction: state and federal laws matter
Round

Response

2

Free is one end of a continuum rules and regulations determine
where various activities sit on the
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continuum - seeing free and
controlled as the only two options
has distorted the operations of the
marketplace.
39 Other

Broad base coalition needed
To achieve political change, we need a broad base
coalition including miniority leaders.

40 Other

American to American dialogues
Getting Americans to talk to each other- viral
communications through community networks - and
understand consequences of policies and the importance of
voting-

41 Other

What brings us together
Listening to all Americans, and stop putting your career
before the good of Americans
Round

Response

2

Reforms are needed in political
campaign financing. Contributors
believe their money buys access to
getting their needs handled and
ideally policy is beneficial to the
donors. The interests of the citizens
are not given priority and lost in the
conversation.

42 Other

Community and local is the future
community will play a larger role in people a life in the
future

43 Other

Being a great employer offering a good product as a B
Corp. is that enough.
Need to communicate the value and benefits as part of the
triple bottom line and how being a sustainable/ green
Business impacts other elements of business including the
financials. Look at other companies who are doing it well.
Seek out informational interviews. Connect with your
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customers and your funders.
44 Other

Daily reality of business is hard
Daily cash flow struggle for business is harsh - could we
not all share how we cope and exchange experiences

45 Other

Use the power of your voice
Stand up and make your voice heard Round

Response

2

This is a lot easier for extroverts but
we need to hear also from the
introverts who need levels of
anonymity to be confident enough to
speak up. Its not so much the person
but their knowledge that makes the
difference.

2

Have individuals from all kinds of
backgrounds and communities
participate.

46 Other

Need to kearn how to be better equipped for disruptive
events.

47 Other

Need to be better equipped for disruption
And learn to listen not just to hear

48 Other

Being disruptive
Willing to be bold and break the China, get out of our
comfort zone

49 Other

Get outside of our comfort zone and move forward
together
How do we get people to feel uncomfortable and take
proactive action to move forward. We are in need of
coordination and collaboration in order to make greater
change.

50 Other

Increase collaboration
Enhance collaboration with all different groups
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Round

Response

2

This will require a lot of humility is it part of our capability??

51 Other

Working collectively
Coordination is needed to bring together like minded
projects. Missed opportunities without any collaboration
and collective groups.

52 Other

Takeaways
Power of community organizing and small group meetings
are very important.

53 Other

Technology is important but political engagement is
critical
that says it all

54 Other

Removing subsidies
Finding out what the real costs are will bring about
awareness and lead to change.
Round

Response

2

Could be fertile field for
transparency to stimulate change.

55 Other

Transparency on true cost
Stripped off subsidies and display true cost of energy

56 Other

We need to learn what’s working
Strategies that have impact. The business models and
approaches that enable that impact. We need to learn how
to express the true cost of what we are buying. And learn
how those are expressing the triple bottom line in a way
that is relatable, convincing and inspire action.

57 Other

Becoming a WE
Improve cohesion between networks across Marin
community to harness the power of the community reduce fragmentation
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58 Other

Marketing for change
Most people, and especially adults, learn best when the
content has an IMMEDIATE need. (Andragogy) Hence,
marketing for change strategies need to incorporate
immediate benefits rather than ones that take place in the
future!

59 Other

Transformational Leadership
A fundamental and core issues of sustainable enterprise is:
Mindfullness and Presencing Systems Thinking and
Mental Models Aligning Stakeholders

60 Other

Take aways from event
It was a very inspirational and motivating event.
Empowered to bring the knowledge gained forward.
Desire to remain engaged and continue to come together
in the future to work together to find solutions to
insurmountable problems.

61 Other

Take Away
Many people seem to be trying to solve or improve
sustainability, housing, equity, climate change and other
pressing issues. A single point of contact or organization
might be beneficial to create way to connect with who is
doing what and share resources rather than working
individually and likely recreating the wheel. Building a
more connected community to have bigger and better
impact would be valuable.

31/10/17, 7(51 pm

62 Sustainability Being disruptive means you are being disruptive; be
bold
63 Sustainability Integrative solutions
We must have integrative solutions, ones that are
sustainable, economical, support equality, etc.
64 Sustainability More that we need to learn
How do we organize better? How do we get the message
out better? Behavior change: get out of our comfort zone
and do wha't necessary. Get student constituents fired up
and angry about something -> more likely to take action.
https://join.windtunneling.com/participant/gideaOutcome/
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65 Sustainability Our Children's Trust lawsuit - Eugene, Oregon
66 Sustainability This is a long game strategy
Daily life goes on, we have to chop wood and get water,
but we need to be patient and preserver as this is a long
game strategy.
67 Sustainability Marin has great standards and pride in their
sustainable community
Ordinary people doing heroic things
68 Sustainability Get voters to vote
We need folks to register and actually vote. 15 million
people who consider themselves environmentalist, didn't
vote this past presidential election. We need to have our
voices heard in the political area.
69 Sustainability Communication & change management strategies
We need to understand the concerns of others who are not
sustainably minded, identify the solutions or mitigate their
concerns and communication that insight to them in a way
that makes sense to them. Plus we need to learn how to
bring in the unrepresented and ensure their voice is heard.
70 Sustainability Need to learn more about
Energy grids, bring MCE into business classes, and solar
carports.
71 Sustainability Create a vision of the future (literally)
We need to engage the arts community to paint the world
we want to build, truly have that visual representation of
our goal.
72 Sustainability engage nay sayers through positive, emotional appears
Coordinate walkabouts where folks can see with their own
eyes the impact of negative behaviors and actions as well
as the positive of behaviors and actions.
73 Sustainability Climate goals can t be met without community
engagement
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74 Sustainability Changing legislation and political leadership
Making sure regulators and legislators understand what we
are doing, the benefits and measurable impacts. It’s hard
for a small company to do this. Collaborate with strategic
partners to help expand the depth and span of reach to
educating and influencing and staying tapped into
legislators and regulators.
75 Sustainability Connect with your customers and together you can
innovate and thrive
Most consumers don’t know where their food comes from.
Parrner with your customers to challenge the way we
farm, grow and harvest our food.
76 Sustainability Responsibilities as a leader in Sustainabilty
Marin plays a strategic role in advancing sustainable
goals, but we have a chance to make broader impacts in
the region. We need to collaborate to be able to go far.
77 Sustainability Youth Awareness
Need money, programs and opportunities to educate our
youth and increase youth awareness. Sustainability should
be incorporated into school district learning curriculum
and participation by all students should be engaging.
78 Sustainability building performance strand
Needs an building performance strand. a negawatt How
we can make homes and buildingd better use less water
and energy. Its so doable !
79 Sustainability Work in team
Work in team to help change behaviors leading more
sustainable living
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